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Abstract—Academy freedom and creation is generally 
advocated in the process of graduate education, however, 
currently the emphasis and attention has been put on the 
graduation thesis and the administration in the whole cultivation 
is relatively loose. According to the requirement of program 
object, more engineering practice has been participated for 
graduates pursuing the professional master degree. Therefore the 
students have to experience a twelve-month internship in 
enterprises to enhance the engineering ability which otherwise 
would lead to quality problem. A process-based supervision mode 
has been provided in this paper and the characteristics of object-
based multi stage evaluation have been emphasized during the 
whole period of studying. Key steps such as topic selection, mid-
term inspection and pre-defense should be strictly carried out to 
guarantee the academic level of graduate. As a creative mode to 
eliminate the disadvantage of traditional cultivation mode, this 
new mode is expected to present its applicability and effectiveness 
to meet the current requirement of emerging engineering 
education strategy. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Compared with the cultivation of graduate students, the 

studying mode of graduates are relatively flexible and it is 
possible that the students fail to get the master degree which 
will probably generate the problem that the students couldn’t 
finish the task on time or inferior thesis [1]. The entrance 
examination for graduate has been unified for both in-service 
students and full-time students which indicates that a uniform 
and strict standard needs to be carried out. In order to adapt the 
transformation the universities have to pay more attention on 
the cultivation of students who want to pursue the professional 
master degree. In one hand these kind of students must 
participate the engineering practice outside the campus to 
improve the job competitive power in the future, on the other 
hand, they spend less time on the thesis writing [2]. 

II. STATUS ANALYSIS 
With the amount growth of graduates, some problems have 

occurred in the academy level and quality as follows: 

1) The lack of rational feasibility and discussion has 
partially occurred in the process of research topic and in some 
extreme cases the tutors have determined the thesis topic 
directly without any interaction with the students. What’s more, 
students have no deep understanding for research field because 
of insufficient literature reading. The feasibility of research 
plan is questionable and especially the state-of-the-art research 
results have not been reviewed in the topic presentation. 
Meanwhile the tutor could not give the students enough 
guidance before the topic determination and constructive 
suggestions are seldom given due to the academic limitation 
[3]. 

2) The mid-term check will not be conducted and the 
evaluation results is not entirely fit the expected research 
achievements of research plan. Both tutors and students usually 
have no idea for the further work and there is no analysis for 
the reason of unfinished task [4]. 

3) The reason for the lack of scientific research skill is 
probably less participation in academic activities, poor 
innovative idea, and unsatisfactory ability in paper writing as 
well as insufficient literature reading. Meanwhile most students 
are strongly dependent on the guidance of tutor and partially 
lead to the inefficiency for individual thinking. 

Currently graduate cultivation system is object-based 
administration mode which emphasizes the quality of 
dissertation and pay little attention on important procedures in 
the whole process. However, actually process-based 
administration is more helpful to guarantee high quality of 
graduate cultivation. University of Wolverhampton is the first 
university to adopt the ISO9000 system for graduate 
administration whose function is to distinguish, evaluate and 
control each procedures in the cultivation process and to find 
out the correlation between procedures in order to make the 
whole process reasonably connection [5].  

Nowadays some domestic universities have conducted the 
process-based administration system in graduate education. For 
example, Fuzhou University has taken comprehensive reform 
measurements, such as thesis proposal monitoring mechanism, 
supplement of mid-term inspection, optimization thesis 
assessment procedure, and strengthening academic morality 
management as well as thesis external audit, to improve 
cultivation quality. Tianjin University has established the 
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quality management assessment and monitoring system in 
which the participation of students, tutors, administrators and 
social resources has been integrated into a multi-latitude 
platform [6].  

Wuhan University of Technology has setup the compound 
curriculum system based on fundamental theory and 
knowledge, professional quality and ability, as well as 
scientific thinking philosophy [7]. China Jiliang University also 
has attempted some measurement to enhance the effectiveness 
of process-based administration, such as feedback and 
rectification of mid-term inspection, compulsory pre-defense 
procedure, academic misconduct literature check (AMLC) [8]. 

Although there are successful experience of process-based 
graduate educational modes from some universities, referable 
cases for civil engineering graduates are not available yet. As a 
typical engineering discipline, not only the fundamental 
knowledge is needed for civil engineering graduates, but also 
the practical ability and creative ability is required. Therefore, 
it is necessary to establish a new system of process-based 
management and assessment [9-10]. 

III. PROCEDURES OF PROCESS-BASED 
MANAGEMENT 

In order to achieve the goal of process-based management, 
the quality awareness needs to be developed in all graduate 
cultivation-related participants. Administration concept 
conversion from target-based mode to process-based mode and 
cultivation mode innovation are also helpful to create the 
multiple-level cooperation between students, tutors, 
administration sections and social resources [11]. In order to 
carry out the process-based evaluation system, measurement & 
reform has to be made in the following aspects: 

1) Revising the graduate education programs of civil 
engineering. Based on the deep understanding of current nation 
policy and guidance principle for master degree, the amended 
programs should find out the reasonable combination of 
student development desire and university current situation. 

2) Strengthening supervision of research topic selection. 
Based on the deep understanding of current nation policy and 
guidance principle for master degree, the amended programs 
should find out the reasonable combination of student 
development desire and university current situation. For 
academic master students, the tutors are responsible to guide 
graduates for research exploration in academic frontier field. 
While for professional master students, practical topic with 
advanced engineering background is preferable. 

3) Innovative systems and programs should be provided to 
motivate the creative motivation of students, including research 
projects support, excellent paper reward, and scholarship honor. 
Strengthening supervision of research topic selection. 
Graduates are motivated to apply for the innovative fund 
projects and each student has to finish one of the three tasks, 
one publication, one patent and one creative project. 

4) Emphasis on academic activities. It’s the tutor team, not 
only tutor himself, in charge of graduate cultivation. Every 
student needs to present his/her research result in the routine 

meeting once a week. All teachers and students in meeting 
would present academic viewpoint or research suggestion and 
free discussion is encouraged. Finally the tutor would 
summarize the meeting conclusions and open the task for each 
one in next meeting whose purpose is to give the student a 
target-aimed research training. 

5) Graduate academic seminar is a beneficial platform for 
students academy exchange. Such annual seminar should better 
be organized by students themselves. Experts and scholars in 
civil engineering are welcome to attend the seminar to present 
their state-of-the-art achievements to broaden students’ view 
sight. Also the students are funded to participate domestic and 
international meeting and have full discussion with young 
scholar all over the world. 

6) Scholarship evaluation regulation emendation must be 
taken to add some assessment quotas, including article 
publication, patent, research project, academic lecture. The 
fundamental principle of emendation is to enhance the percent 
of critical procedures scores in order to urge the necessary 
attention and effort at each cultivation procedure.  

7) Pre-defense is a helpful measurement to guarantee thesis 
quality prior to the formal defense. The candidates of master 
degree have to pass the format examination firstly and it is 
noticeable that the standard and procedure of pre-defense is 
quietly same with the formal one. The pre-defense would be 
organized by individual team at least two months before formal 
defense and meanwhile the college will also randomly select 
some candidates for pre-defense held by college graduate 
administration. Only candidates that pass the pre-defense have 
the qualification for the subsequent formal defense, the 
students failed in pre-defense have to revise their thesis for the 
next application according to the suggestion. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
There will be 2 million graduates in 2020 according to the 

prediction of national education reform and development 
policy, however, the contradiction between quantity expansion 
and cultivation quality will be unavoidable. Therefore, quality 
improvement and guarantee is the core and urgent task for 
graduate education in order to accommodate with the 
requirement of current situation. Process-based management 
system is an effective and powerful tool which underlines the 
individual critical procedures in the whole cultivation process 
and provides the corresponding target and reasonable 
evaluation for students. In this paper, a comprehensive 
management and evaluation system has been established for 
civil engineering graduates.  

Some feasible measurements are also given, such as 
optimization of research topic select, strict examination of mid-
term inspection, establishment of pre-defense, compulsory peer 
review of thesis. Meanwhile, necessary incentive methods have 
been adapted to build a platform for academic innovation and 
activities. The tutors have also indispensable to fulfill the 
guidance duty. Generally, the operation of process-based 
education mode is a co-operation work for students, tutors, 
administration officers which is meaningful to enhance the 
academy quality of graduates. 
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